Ammonia Formation over Pd/Rh Three-Way Catalysts during Lean-to-Rich Fluctuations: The Effect of the Catalyst Aging, Exhaust Temperature, Lambda, and Duration in Rich Conditions.
The formation of ammonia (NH3) as a byproduct during the operation of a three-way catalyst (TWC) in a simulated exhaust stream was investigated using a commercially available Pd/Rh TWC under steady-state and lean/rich cycling conditions. Ion molecular reaction-mass spectrometry was applied to determine NO, NO2, and NH3 concentrations at a time resolution of 0.6 s. Catalyst aging was shown to result in a significant increase in the amount of NH3 formed, which has received limited attention in the literature to date. The selectivity toward NH3 formation has been shown to increase with the decrease in the oxygen storage capacity (OSC) of a TWC induced by thermal aging. NH3 has been shown to mainly form within the exhaust temperature range of 250-550 °C. Typical lambda and rich operational condition duration periods found in vehicle test procedures were also employed to investigate their effects on NH3 formation. The results suggest that a decrease in the lambda and/or an increase in the duration of rich operating conditions will lead to an increase in the selectivity toward NH3 formation. Improving the OSC of TWCs and effectively controlling the lambda near to 1.0 with limited duration in rich operating conditions are therefore significant factors in the reduction of NH3 emissions.